
 

This card helped plant a tree through the non-profit
OneTreePlanted.org. Thank you for supporting our goal of planting

1 million trees.

Sending appreciation one card at a time. 
www.groupgreeting.com



 

Happy Birthday to Amnesty International, and 
thank you so much for your support for our 

human rights. 
Aleciaca T Garrett



 

“May this year be a breakthrough year for Amnesty ! I hope 
that all your stars keep shining and your biggest dreams 
come true. Congrats on another great year. Happy Birthday 
To Amnesty International 
ZEE

Happy Birthday to Amnesty International
Human Rights is all around

Close to everyone
Thank you to stand up for Human Rights

CHEERS! 

Tony



 

"It's better to light a candle than to curse the darkness"

Human rights is the right of people, it is hard to understand but it 
is easy to be violated by states. In hope, Amnesty International are 
on the rightsholders' side to fights for human rights, to awareness 
raising, to voice out and support human rights. It's may not easily but 
it dosen't mean that impossible.

Have a great year, 

Happy Birth Day Amnesty Internation
Nasrin

Happy Birth Day Amnesty Internation



 

การทาํงานดา้นสทิธิมนุษยชนในประเทศท่ีหลักนิติรัฐไมเ่เขง็เเรง กลายเป็น
งานยากท่ีจะทาํให้สาํเร็จได ้เเตแ่อมเนสต้ียังคงพยายามสง่เสยีงให้คนหัน
มาเคารพตัวเอง เคารพผูอ่ื้น และสง่เสริมความเทา่เทียมกันมาตลอด 60 ปี 
ขอให้ปีน้ีเเละปีถัดไป เป็นปีครบรอบเเละกลายเป็นปีแหง่หมุดหมายท่ี
สาํคัญของการตอ่สูเ้พ่ือสทิธิมนุษยชนของทุกคน  Happy Birthday ka!
Kang

60th years for Human Rights!
22 years That we met and getting to know each 
other.
For the good time and bad time, we are going to get 
through together.  Toast for Human Rights. Happy 
Birthday! 

 Piyanut Kotsan (PK)
PK (Piyanut Kotsan)



 

Happy 60th Anniversary to Amnesty International! 
And congratulations to Amnesty team for making 
changes happened. Your team  has madde a huge 
success for our societies. Thank you for your hard 

work.
Farny N. K.

Thanks for your hard work.
It's really great that this organization stand for human 
rights throughout these 60 years!
Once I was just a student who joined Amnesty's 
activities. And today, I'm the staff. Thank you for 
inspiration. I'm really glad working with Amnesty.  

May human rights be with everyone!
Many



 

Congratulations and Best Wishes to AMNESTY 
INTERNATIONAL's 60th Anniversary on Friday 28th May 
2021 as now and forever.

Faithfully,

Marshal Kristsanapong Wimonsin, PhD
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